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Star ratings for any hotel are given by the customers who have stayed there and it stands as the
symbol to categorize the hotel. There is no standard to measure the amenities and facilities given by
the hotel for giving any accreditation of star ratings. Firstly, the hotel should provide to its clients the
basic standard with regard to security and safety aspects. The amenities which any normal clients
expect from hotels in Panchkula, Chandigarh are simple. It should have the best service, a big
room, with air-conditioner facility, and a television set.

The service provided in the hotel, is regarded as the first step in measuring level of the category of
the hotels. Next comes amenities, it can be anything from sofa set, cot and television to big
spacious lounges and free internet connection, etc... Some hotels have big swimming pool, spa and
other entertainment centers inside their premises. It keeps their clients to enjoy any type of luxurious
treatment at the hotel. These types of special facilities are usually offered in 4 or 5 star hotels. The
client can enjoy the pool anytime he likes. Further there will be golf club to play and relax. The
customers can take beauty spa therapy at the centers located inside the hotel, wherein they provide
the latest massage therapy for complete relaxation.

The ratings are also judged by external appearance of the hotel. It would have a beautiful landscape
and excellent scenic view of the neighborhood while you enter the hotel. Beach hotels and hotels
located in hill stations are rated based on the appearance and the scenic beauty they provide. The
hotels situated in remote areas, are always expensive and people would give star rating, even if it
provides only basic facilities.

Last but not the least, the hotel that contains multi-cuisine restaurants is rated as good. People from
various countries can enjoy their traditional food without having the need to go out in search of their
favorite food items. The hotel should provide best food varieties and also round the clock service for
satisfying the clients.

The star ratings of the hotel vary greatly with country to country. You cannot take the standard of
measuring the rating of any hotels in well developed countries with that of the hotels in developing
or poor countries. You have many hotels in Panchkula, Chandigarh and it is for you to choose any
hotel, suiting your pocket. It is better if you read the customer feedback before making any
reservations with any hotel.
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Davidhielly - About Author:
KC Royal Park - A five star luxury hotel offers you a tranquil haven to retreat. We bring a lifestyle
that integrates the very finest in divine luxury and exhilaration to the city of Panchkula. To know
more details about a hotel chandigarh and a hotel panchkula, visit our website.
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